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Across

4. Where were the 2020 British 

Gymnastics Championships meant to be 

held in August of this year?

8. Who has a new baby named Theo? 

(first name only)

11. Where was the most recent team 

building day held?

13. What is the name of the person 

who stands at the side of the 

trampoline in attempt to catch or 

reduce the impact of an athlete falling 

off the trampoline?

14. Which trampolinist nearly lost his 

leg in 2009 when he sustained a severe 

injury during a training session? (Full 

name)

15. What is it called when two 

athletes perform exactly the same 

routine of ten skills at the same time 

on two adjacent trampolines?

18. What material is the Trampoline 

frame made out of?

19. Who is credited with inventing 

trampolining? (Full name)

20. What was out recent sport relief 

event called?

Down

1. Which senior coach went to Bath 

Spa University? (first name only)

2. Who designed the 2012 trampoline 

olympic leotard?

3. A Back summersault out of a ¾ 

back (to feet or back) is known as a?

5. Which famous gymnast attended 

Swallows awards night in 2017? (full 

name)

6. Who recently passed their county 

judge course? (first name only)

7. Who became the first British 

trampolinist to win an Olympic medal 

at the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio, 

winning the silver medal? (full name)

9. Rudi is short for what skill name?

10. Which part of the body must a 

routine end on?

12. What do you call a half twisting 

front somersault ?

16. How many moves are in a British 

and international competition routine?

17. How many judges mark a routine?


